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S.F. anti -war protest draws 80,000
A ’desire to bring voice
to the street’ marks one
of the largest protests
since Vietnam

4-1 win in Game 7
marks Anaheim’s first
championship title

By Kemberly Gong
Daily Senior Staff Writer
00

In what was one of the Lamest protests
since the Vietnam Wa4 more than 80,000
people as reported by CNN, clogged the
streets of San Francisco in a mass anti-war
demonstration on Saturday
Similar demonstrations were held
in Washington, D.C. and Tokyo,
Berlin, Copenhagen, Mexico City,
Stocicholm and Rome.
The march and rally, organized by
International A.N.S.W.E.R. (Act
Now to Stop War 8c End Racism),
began in Justin Herman Plaza in the
financial district and proceeded to
the Civic Center, where politicians,
activists and musicians took the stage
to drum up support for anti-war
policies.
"You are the true American patriots
who are preserving democracy; you
are the true American patriots who
are preserving civil liberties," thundered U.S. Rep. Barbara Lee, DOaldand.
Lee voted against the resolution to
use military force in Iraq and was the
only member of Congress to vote
against war in Afghanistan a year
ago. Lee has been praised by her constituents for maintaining a solid antiwar platform despite wide support
for policies to invade Iraq.
"Let this be the first step to talcini
back the White House in 2004,
she said. "That’s what we’ve got to
do."
Her sentiments were echoed
throughout the day, as people of all
races, genders and ages diligently
marched, and sometimes danced
down the street to the hollow thud of
buckets turned into makeshift
drums.
Many held signs attacking
President Bush, corporate greed, oil
policies throughout the world, and
the resolution of conflict between
Israel and Palestine. Signs that read,
"No War for Oil," or "Drop Bush
Not Bombs," were common among
protesters.
Many at the event voiced their interest in peace throughout the world.
"We don’t want war and we don’t
want people to die," said anc-year-old
Adrian Arnold.
She was at the demonstration
with her mother and two older sisters, helm! and Eliza. Their mother,
Leslie Arnold, said she became
more politically inclined when she
had children because it gave her a
higher value of life and for peace.
She and her eldest daughter, Eliza,
attended the Million Mom March,
a group dedicated to stricter gun
control laws, three years ago in
Oaldand when Eliza was in the
third grade.
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Chris Moore raises a fist and holds a skateboard with an anti -war slogan written in chalk in protest of possible war with Iraq Saturday
afternoon at the Civic Center in San Francisco.
Ralph Turner, a seasoned protester,
said he hadn’t been involved in many
protests since 1964, when he took
action against the Vietnam War.
Though he said the effort was still a
bit confused because of the number
of different issues represented at the
demonstration, he said it was a good
beginning.
"There doesn’t seem to be much
opposition to war," he said, but added
that the cause may pick up steam as
more people learn about the issues.
Shortly after, Turner and nearly 100
people laid down in the streets, as
part of a symbolic gesture to show
people dying in Iraq because of
potential war. All foot traffic halted
to account for hundreds of bodies
strew in the streets.
The protest was filled with concerned and colorful citizens. Among
them were different factions of the
Radical Cheerleaders, a web-based
group that doesn’t count a steady
number of members, but instead,

Displaying SJSU’s
departments
Second annual Showcase.* Learning
brings prospective students to campus

relies on people who go to the Web
site to find cheers about body image.
police violence and corporate greed,
she said.
Eve River, a Radical Cheerleader
who said she’s been cheering for two
years, said anyone can be a part of the
movement.
"All you need is the desire to brinF
your voice to the street," she said. "It s
easy and everybody can do it. You can
also make up fun movements to go
along with the cheers."
protester,
Patrick
Another
McGuire, donned a large raincoat,
gas mask and rubber boots, while
holding up garbage bags on a pole to
symbolize body bags of civilian casualties of war. He said it was his statement against America’s "criminal acts
of inciting war with Iraq."
"What the hell good can it do?" he
demanded, before marching on.
The street merchants that lined

See PROTEST, page 4

A demonstrator prayed during a speech given by U.S. Rep. Barbara
Lee (D-Oakland) Sunday afternoon in San Francisco.

See WORLD SERIES, page 6

Broncos buck Spartans at Homecoming
.1:tegamiNTIL,

Second home frotball
game drew over
10,000

By Therese Bratberg
Daily Staff Writer

By Chris Giovannetti
Daily Sports Editor

The university community and prospective students
poured into the Event Center Friday and Saturday to
view a variety of programs featured at the 75 different
booths at the second annual Showcase for Learning.
"It is exposing what San Jose State University has to
offer to graduate and undergraduate students," said
Duncan Lange, the event production manager.
Friday’s Expo program, which ran from 3 to 7 p.m.,
mostly targeted graduate students and had information
about the programs.
"I came here to check out their graduate programs,"
said Gary Yuen, a junior majoring in industrial organics
for psychology. "I won’t be graduating until next year, but
I like how you can talk to people for your grad pmgram

Consider the Western Athletic
Conference football championship race
a two-horse affair.
Boise State University scored 21 firstquarter points in just over six minutes
en route to a 45-8 trampling of the San
Jose State University football team on
Saturday at Spartan Stadium.
The I lomecoming loss sent the
Spartans into a WAC freefall. SJSU
dropped into four-way tie for third
place in the WAC at 2-2 while the conference -leading Broncos improved to 40 and stayed one game ahead of the
University of Hawai’i with the victory.

See SHOWCASE, page 5

ANAHEIM This is definitely
movie material arid the stars are
the never-say-die Anaheim Angels.
They came out of nowhere to reach
their first World Series, rallying past
every team in their way.
Their rookie pitcher wins Game 7.
And the best hitter in the world
watches from the losers’ dugout,
luiowing he was once just SiX outs
away from winning the only title he
has ever wanted.
John Lackey, Garret Anderson and
the Angels made it all come true, beating Barry Bonds and the San Francisco
Giants 4-1 Sunday night for the franchise’s first charnpionship in 42 years.
Plus the most amazing thing the
Angels didn’t even need to rely on
their Rally Monkey. Anaheim third
baseman Troy Glaus was voted MVP
after hitting .385 with three home
runs and eight RBIs.
"I can’t believe it, man," Anderson
said. "It’s been a long year a testament to the guys who never gave up."
Still, the highest-scoring Series in
history carne down to pitching, as it
always seems to do in October.
Behind Lackey and the bullpen,
Anaheim had too much to win baseball’s first all wild-card matchup.
The Angels became the eighth
straight home tearn to win Game 7 of
the World Series. History was on
their side from the start and so was an
omen
a skywriting plane put a
gigantic halo over Edison Field before
the first pitch.
A day after it blew a 5-0 lead in the
seventh inning, San Francisco never
got close to winning its first title.
Bonds went 1 -for-3 with a walk to
close out one of the most dominant
Series performances ever, yet it wasn’t
enough.
When it ended, Bonds walked down
the dugout and picked up his glove.
He walked back, tapped his son on
the back and walked down the runway as the Angels celebrated on the
field.
Lackey wasn’t even with the Angels,
stuck in Triple-A, when they went 614 for the worst start in team history
But with both staffs worn down, the
24-year-old righty gave Anaheim
exactly what it needed with five
innings of one-run ball.
Anderson, finally due to get the
recognition he’s always deserved, hit a
three-run
double
off
Liran
Hernandez in the third for a 4-1 lead.
The monkey mascot made a brief,
early appearance on the video board to
celebrate the moment, then sat back
and let the sellout crowd of 44,598
bang their ThunderStix like crazy.
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San Jose State University tight end Marcus Helfman attempts to tackle Boise State
University wide receiver Tim Gilligan. The Broncos defeated the Spartans 45 8 on
Saturday at Spartan Stadium.

-Those guys played a pretty:good game
and my hat is off to them. Right now,
they are a little ahead of our program.
Our youth and depth showed up aiainst
a petty good team like Boise State, Hill
said. "in the past, Boise State has intimidated its opponents. I said, ’Let’s be
physical and take it to them.’"
For the first 11 minutes of play, the
Spartans did just that.
SJSU punted away the initial dnve but
not before the Spartans’ offense forced
the ball past midfield on an array of
slant passes from quarterback Scott
Risloy to wide receivers Kendrick
Starling and Charles Pauley
Boise State took possession at its own
26-yard line and on the strength of
quarterback Ryan Dinwicklie and
back Brock Forsey, the Broncos pounded their way to the SJSU 40-yard line.
Facing a fourth-down and four yards
to go situation, Dinwiddie found Forsey

See FOOTBALL, page 7
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Halloween for overweight guys with goatees
Fog machines, spicier webs and skulls.
No. 4 - Angus Young, from AC/DC
blow up some balloons and go trick or treating dressed as a
Skeletons, ghosts and ghouls.
Anybody that knows AC/DC knows that Angus is a skinwoman.
Yes, they’re all upon us and the thought of candy malccs kids
ny twerp who wears blue velvet school uniforms and doesn’t
Oh no, these days, I must have a better costume.
drool.
Each year I must be better arid more convincing.
really cut his hair.
The punch and candy will be flowing, the money for cosBut it’s going to be tough competing
But, as with the Travolta outfit, this would be
tumes will too.
with last year’s costume, when I donned a
an amusing costume to watch us big guys get
But when someone doesn’t have a costume idea, what’s he to plaid flannel, threw on some glasses and
around in. Heck, it could happen, Arnold
do?
an Ohio State University shirt and spray
Schwarzenegger did it.
For the kids it’s simple, dress as your favorite super hero and painted my hair blond to be Drew Carey
The advantages are great, you get to walk
you’ll be able to score.
while my girlfriend sported a blonde wig
around with ugly looking teeth, tallcing in a
For the adults it’s much different, some might even think of arid garb resembling Mimi Bobeck.
weird accent and listening to Back in Black,
being a whore.
So, with the intent of actually using one
Hells Bells, TN.T or Thunderstruck all day
Halloween is just four days away, oh what a sight.
of these ideas someday, I am going to run
long.
The fake cries and screams, oh what a fright.
down my top five costume ideas for tv,
No. 3 - Stone Cold Steve Austin
As a 22-year-old adult, Halloween has an entirely different overweight men with goatees.
Here is one of my favorite professional
meaning than it did 10 or 12 years ago.
No. 5 - John Travolta from "Saturday
wrestlers of all time.
Instead of running around with pillowcases collecting Night Fever"
All us plump fellows really have to do to make
BEN AGUIR RE JR.
sweets, these days it’s all about going to costume parties and
OK, if you’ve seen "Saturday Night
an effective Stone Cold Steve Austin is wear jean
having a good time.
Fever" you know that Travolta neither has a goatee, nor is he shorts, throw on some robot,looking lcnee braces and shave
However, with the change of scenery, a sense of added pres- overweight.
our heads.
nue has arrived.
But can you imagine one of us larger guys dressed in a white
OK, so the head shaving might be going a little too far, but
No longer will I throw on a hat, wear my Little League jer- polyester leisure suit wallcing around with the tune of the Bee I’m sure we could find a swim cap that can give it the same
sey and say I am a baseball player.
Gee’s "Stayin’ Alive" playing on a boom box?
effect of baldness.
No longer will I ask my mom to buy me that vinyl Sgt.
For the last five years, this has always been one of my top
However, with this Austin costume, we really do need a sixSlaughter costume with a plastic mask
ideas, but I still haven’t been able to find that white suit with pack of Steveweisers, a stupid skull ring and a wife we can
And no longer will I borrow one of my mother’s dresses, the black lapels, damnit.
beat.

No. 2 - Glenn, the old biker from thc Village People
Glenn Hughes, who played the part of the biker, or leather
man, in this group actually died in March of last year, but
what better way to help his character live on?
The group has replaced Hughes with another person, but
it’d be great to dress up in leather chaps, vest and cap for a day.
Hey, get your mind out of the gutter.
No. 1 - San Jose State University President Robert Caret.
Don’t get me wrong, I like Caret.
He seems fairly genuine when I’ve spoken to him in the past
and his personality is pretty cool as well.
For me, however, there are three things that really sell this
costume.
First off, Caret’s from Boston and I’m a huge Red Sox fan.
Secondly, he wears a shirt and tie every day just like I occasionally do.
And finally, it’s all about the accessories, man.
The sunglasses with the Croakies, the "I’d rather be fishing"
mug and the reserved parking spot for my LOCUS.
Ah, it’d be great.
Happy Halloween.
Ben AguirreJr. is a
Spartan Dai6, Sports Editor.
Ylnnoyed’ appears Mondays.
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Who makes the football
schedules anyway?

TODAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times
are 12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday
and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information
contact Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
Orientation Leader Recruitment
We’re looking for SJSU
Orientation Leaders. Paid leadership position, extensive leadership
training, three units academic
credit, priority registration for
classes and much more.
Applications are now available in
the Student Life Center in the
Old Cafeteria building. Deadline
is Friday. For more information
call 924-5972 or e-mail
nsol@email.sjsu.edu.

Orientation Leader Recruitment
We’re loolcing for SJSU
Orientation Leaders. Paid leadership position, extensive leadership
training, three units academic
credit, priority registration for
classes and much more.
Applications are now available in
the Student Life Center in the
Old Cafeteria building. Deadline
is Friday. For more information
call 924-5972 or e-mail
nsol@email.sjsu.edu.
Department of Nutrition and Food
Science
Try the latest in body fat testing:
Bioelectric Impedance. Tuesdays
from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and
Wednesdays from noon to 1 p.m.
in Central Classroom building,
Room 221. For more information,
contact Sherry at 206-7599.

Counseling Services
You’ve got to be kidding! I spend
that much? From 3:30 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. in the Administration
building, Room 201. For more
information contact Kent
McLaughlin at 924-5910.

Career Center: sponsored by
Silicon Valley Bank and Heller
Ehrrnan Attorneys
Building blocks of creating a
business from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
in the Umunhum room in the
Student Union. For more information contact the Career Resource
Center at 924-6031.

School of Art and Design
The school of art and design will
be having student galleries and art
exhibitions through Friday. The
exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.

School of Art and Design
The school of art and design will
be having student galleries and art
exhibitions through Friday. The
exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.

Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
drop-in appointments from 11:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the Career
Center, Building F. For more
information contact the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.

School of Art and Design
The school of art and design will
be having student galleries and arf
receptions from 6 p.m. to 8.p.m. in
the Art and Industrial Studies
buildinp. For more information
contact Bill or Nicole at 924-4330.

Department of Biological gthences
Stephen Morse,associate director
for science bioterrorism preparedness and response program, CDC,
Atlanta, GA. lectures:
"Bioterrorism in the United States
- Implication for the Future."
Lecture begins at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. For more information
contact Mimi Bini at 924-5281.

School of Art and Design
Tuesday night lecture series: UC
Berkeley professor of painting
Katherine Shenvood will discuss
how a cerebral hemorrhage has
altered her art. Lecnire runs from
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Art building, Room 133. For more information contact Jo Hernandez at 9244328.

College of Science
Breakfast with the Dean, Guest
speaker: Stephen Morse
"Bioterrorism: a threat for the
future" begins at 7:30 a.m.
Wednesday at the University Club
at Eighth and San Salvador
streets. Cost is 315. For more
information contact Mimi Bini at
924-5281.

TUESDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times
are 12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday
and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information
contact Sister Marcia at 938-1610.

sjspirit.org
Meditation from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
and Spiritual Explorers from 5
p.m. to 6 p.m. in the sjsOrit Room
in Grace church at San Fernando
and S. 10th streets. Check the
Web for details. For more information contact Chaplain Roger at
605-1687.
Amnesty International
Organizational meeting_- we
welcome new members. Every
Tuesday (tentatively) at 4:30 p.m.
in the MOSAIC Multicultural
Center in the Student Union.
Nutrition Program
A healthier way: 6-session weight
management class from 2 p.m. to 3
p.m. in the Student Health Center,
Room 208. For more information
contact Jen Styles at 924-6118.
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Tuneful Tuesdays: Live concert
- The Atila and Dave Project
from noon to 1 p.m. in the
Student Union Amphitheater. For
more information contact Calvin
at 924-8448.
Department of Biological Sciences
Stephen Morse,associate director
for science bioterrorism preparedness and response program, CDC,
Atlanta, GA, lectures:
"Bioterrorism in the United States
- Implication for the Future.
Lecture begins at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. For more information
contact Mimi Bini at 924-5281.
College of Science
BreOcfast with the Dean, Guest
speaker: Stephen Morse
"Bioterrorism: a threat for the
future" begins at 7:30 a.m.
Wednesday at the University Club
at Eighth and San Salvador
streets. Cost is $15. For more
information contact Mimi Bini at
924-5281.

WEDNESDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times
are 12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday
and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information
contact Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
Orientation Leader Recruitment
We’re looking for SJSU
Orientation Leaders. Paid leadership position, extensive leadership
training, three units academic
credit, priority registration for
classes, and much more.
Applicatiohs are now available in
the Student Life Center in the
Old Cafeteria building. Deadline
is Friday. For more information
call 924-5972 or e-mail
nsol@email.sjsu.edu.
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Try the latest in body fat testing:
Bioelectric Impedance. Tuesdays
from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and
Wednesdays from noon to 1 p.m.
in Central Classroom building,
Room 221. For more information,
contact Sherry at 206-7599.

I’ll admit it.
lomecoming games are generally meant to captivate the
This weekend was the annual Homecoming football audience, and keep them in their scats. Fans aren’t supgame, and I got caught up in the spirited festivities.
posed to be leaving early because the sight of their team
Having gone from apathetic commuter student to living getting mollywhopped is too much to bear.
two blocks away and spending almost every waking
The athletic department and whoever else organized this
moment of my life here on campus has made a fan out of past week managed to gct a bunch of rabid fans into
me, in addition to the occasional football coverage I get to Spartan Stadium, and we were forced to extinguish our
enthusiasm because, to be honest, we couldn’t say much
do.
Of course, if I’m going to be part of an editorial staff that after the ,econd quarter.
declares that students need to take more
That perhaps was the biggest shame to
interest in campus events, I damn sure
come out of yesterday.
ought to be getting my ass out to the
Normally I like to sit behind the opposing
team’s bench and put on a heckling clinic,
games.
hut yesterday the Broncos not only stifled
It’s a bit ironic considering that in high
the Spartans’ passing offense, but my verbal
school, when I knew the majority of my
offense.
classmates and actually played sports, I
rarely got caught up in all the
There’s only so much time I can spend
Homecoming hoopla, but then again,
reminding the backup quarterback that his
first name is B.J., or criticizing someone
here it’s really nothing more than an
who apparently forgot what his initials were
excuse to get hammered and watch live
so he tattooed them on the backside of his
football while people drive around in cars
amis.
with silly decorations and act extremely
DRAY MILLER
proud of their school for a day.
And as much fun as it is to remind some
I was proud of our fans yesterday, as they finally put on scrub that I had as much to do with the score as he did as
some pre-game festivities that would be less than tame he grabs his junk and points to the scoreboard, that routine
compared to those of a major collegiate programs fans. For gets old pretty fast.
So after reminding some of their cocky backups that no
us, that’s pretty good.
That said, who’s the idiot who decided we should play the matter what the score was, they still had to go home to
best team in the concerence for the biggest home game of Boise, Idaho and were thus the real losers, I had to retreat
to a silent reality that reminded me that I really had noththe year?
Granted, if you talked to head coach Fitz Hill, or perhaps ing to talk about.
Some Homecoming celebration.
players such as Luke La Henan or Charles Pauley, they’d
The big shots who make the schedule need to come to
likely tell you that yesterday’s opponent was taken no less
or more seriously than any other team on the schedule, and their senses.
The program needs more people to start attending
that the Spartans showed up intending to win like any
games, so of course the best way to get the stands filled is
other game.
to market the one game in which they stand to take their
But lets be honest.
biggest loss, right?
Lees take the fans into consideration here.
Sounds like a great way to keep people coming back for
Homecoming games are supposed to be the most fan oriented of the year, one in which the highest attendance is MOM.
On the bright side, I heard some obnoxious Boise State
expected and a loss is always the biggest upset of the year.
We have schools like the 2-6 University of Texas-El Paso fans met their match in the form of our judo guys in the
and struggling Fresno State University on our schedule, parking lot aftenvard.
At least something from San Jose State University came
and we bring in 6-1 Boise State University for a "Bronco
out on the winning end Saturday.
Rotisserie"?
Good call, higher ups.
Dray Miller is the
Sure, I had faith that our Spartans were capable of the
Spartan Daily Managing Editor
upset, but it would have been nice to see thcm play against
’The Fine Print’ appears Mondays.
a team that wasn’t as capable of posting, say, 45 points on
them.

ANOTHER DIMENTIAN

Sikh Students Association of SJSU
Sikhism - A Universal View:
Lecture Series Wednesdays
through Dec. 4 from 7:10 p.m. to
9:10 p.m. in the Boccardo Business
Center, Room 106. For more
information contact Robbie Singh
at www.sikh.sjsu.edu.
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Peer Health Education Program
Boobs: Breast Cancer Awareness
Program: discuss awareness ot
breast cancer, prevention and early
detection. From 1:30 p.m. to 2:30
p.m. in the MOSAIC
Multicultural Center in the
Student Union. For more information contact the Peer Health
Office at 924-6204.
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OPINION PAGE POLICY I Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a BV-word response to an issue or a point
of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A viesspoint is the same ari a letter to the editor, arcept it is a 400-word
imue m point 4view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
777WWI become pnipertv of the
iinsions
Spartan Daily and may be
edited Mr clarity, grammar, libei and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel !hill, Room 209, sent by fax
to (408) 92413237, e-mail at SDAILVOimc.sjaisedu or mailed to
the Spartan Daily ()pinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington
Square, San Jose, CA 91192-0149.
Edtiorials ate written by, and are the consensus (it the Spartan
Daily editors, not the staff
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect
the VICIII1 of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, or SJSU.
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Homecoming:
more than just
football for fans
Floats, tailgate
parttes and royalty all
part of the ’big game’
Ely Melinda Latham
Dailyltaff Writer

"But they’ll yell because I’m scary."
Scared or not, the SJSU athletic
department reported that 10,497 fans
showed up to the game to support the
Spartans.
Athletes also shared in the
Homecoming enthusiasm. Nick Gilliam,
kicker for the Spartans, said that
Homecoming is a good time for getting
together and enjoying the events.
"It’s a chance for everyone to get

Fans, students, and alumni came
together on Sanirday afternoon at
Spartan Stadium for food, drinks and
friends.
They also showed up for the football
game. .
San Jose State University’s
Homecoming game against Boise
State University ended with a 45-8
defeat for the Spartans, but the events
surrounding the game showed that
SJSU can boost attendance, at least at
a tailgate party.
Preparations for the big game began
when fraternities and sororities started
decorating their floats on Friday. The
"Crazy George"
groups were formed and began brainHenderson,
storming sessions last Monday. Four
groups made their floats on campus to
former
SJSU cheerleader
bring awareness of the game.
Christina Rodriguez, a sophomore
art major and Delta Gamma sorority
member, said that late hours and hard
work went into planning her group’s
float, which featured two large football helmets and a scoreboard made of
tissue paper and fishing wire.
She said that working with Theta
Chi and Gamma Zeta Alpha, the fraternities in the group along with her
sorority, was a good experience.
"It helps improve relationships with
the fraternities," she said. "Everyone
helps out."
On Saturday, the floats traveled
behind the Spartan Marching Band in
A parade that started at Spartan Village
and headed into the tailgate area.
Prior to the game, the .tailgates
served as a place for the SJSU community to come together. Johnny
Brown, a senior psychology major and
Sigma Nu fraternity member, said
that tailgates were an opportunity for
graduates to catch up.
"It’s a chance for all the alumni to
come back and sec what’s going on,"
he said. "It’s a special time especially if
you’re a member of a Greek organizaABOVE: Members of the Spartan
tion.
Marching Band play for various
Lee Brandenburg, an SJSU and tailgate parties before the start
Sigma Nu alumnus, graduated in of the Homecoming game.
1952 and serves on the advisory board
of the fratemity. Hc said college students need to live it up while they can. involved," he said. "It’s a tun dayi, fun
"More beer, more booze, more sex," he time."
said. "Keep the tradition going. It’s what’s
Punter Bryce Partridge said that he
needed. You only go to college once."
was excited to play at home.
Other graduate expressed different
"I’m just pumped up that it’s onc of
reasons for coming. John Croll, an
industrial studies alumnus from the our home games," hc said. "It feels like
class of 1973, said part of the reason for it’s been a long time, and that it’s
showing up was to boost attendance in Homecoming makes it even better."
Homecoming also celebrated the
order to preserve SJSU football.
"We have to save the program," he coronation of its king and queen,
Jason Chorley and Chrystal Day.
said. "It’s the only way to save it."
Day, sponsored by Delta Gamma
Steve Vargas, a senior kinesiology
major and Kappa Sigma member, sorority, said that being chosen as a
attended his fraternity s tailgate, and candidate was a privilege.
"I just think it s a big honor just to
said that attendance seemed to have
be nominated out of my house," she
dwindled in his time at the school.
"I’ve been going to State for a said. "It was hard to be chosen because
while," he said. "They used to have there’s a lot of awesome girls."
Chorley, sponsored by Beta Theta Pi
rallies on campus. Now it seems like
the group is smaller. The turnout used fraternity, said that winning the title
to be huge. I think there could be could not be summed up in words.
"You can’t explain it, he said. "It’s
more interaction."
Sandra Aguirre, a junior administration just cool."
The Icing and queen are in charge of
of justice major, said that tailgates and
some of the Homecoming events for
football g.unes can rally SJSU students.
"It’s about getting tokether, interac- next year, Chorley said. Part of his
tion and school spirit, she said. "It plans are to get more students to the
games.
contributes to spirit."
"I’ll try to boost attendance in whatGeorge Henderson, better known as
"Crazy George," has been leading ever way," he said. "Everyone wants to
he
see the place full."
cheers at games since 1968, when
The stands on Saturday’s game
was a cheerleader at SJSU. Since
1975, the alumnus has been cheer- grew emptier as time passed and the
leading for professional teams and point gap widened. However, the day
SJSU games. He said that he intends wasn’t a total loss, said Emily Garcia,
a communications alumna (2001).
to increase school spirit by any
"I had fun," shc said. "I came out to
means necessary.
"I’ll just go out there and threaten support our team. It was good to support And promote "
their lives if they don’t yell," he said

"I’lljust go out there
and threaten their
lives if they don’t
yell But they’ll yell
because I’m scary."

Never been to Israel?
Visit Israel for ten days
with students from your
campus for free during
winter break

ABOVE: Jason Shaughnessy of
Delta Upsilon fraternity cheers
with inflated balloons that were
given out before the Homecoming
game at Spartan Stadium against
Boise State University.
PHOTOS BY RYAN BALBUENA
DAILY STAFF
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Homecoming King and Queen
Anthony Chorley, a business
management senior, and Chrystal
Day, an aviation senior, hug during their crowning at halftime.
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Two dead, eight hurt in
Oklahoma shooting rampage

PROTEST I Nearly 100 laid down in the streets

KRIS HOLLAND , SPARTAN DAILY

Santa Cruz residents Zane Dinosaur and Emily Bredrick observed the protest from on top of a bus shelter Sunday afternoon in downtown
San Francisco.
protesters were met by long rows of
tables set up by different organizations
NI arket Street were protesting as well. and interest groups. One man dressed
"No war in Iraq," shouted one man, as "Diane Frankenstein" in a purple
as he held a box of watches in front of suit, bolts in his head and a "vote war"
passing protesters.
pin, greeted his so-called constituents
The hesitancy of the United Nations as they filtered past.
to act against Iraq for violations of
A myriad of interests were reprenumerous Security Council resolu- sented: there were people calling for
tions was the cause of increased pres- peace, some calling for direct action
sure by the Bush administration for against the government and others
military action against Iraq - the main opposing oil interests in Iraq as well
reason people were at the protest in as Colombia. The net of ideas cast
the first place, as evidenced by the was wide, but was applauded by
strong anti -war tone of’ posters, cheers speakers as a huge display of solidarand interviews.
ity.
Upon reaching the Civic Center,
Though the drum beats and hells
contin uedfrom page 1

clanging gave the protest the mood of
Dolores Huerta, the co-founder for
a festival or parade, a solemn tone was the United Farm Workers of America,
set on the main platform, directly in had similar comments to make, and
front of the gilded dome of San urged people to become more active in
Francisco’s City Hall.
their community efforts to oppose
Ted Lewis, a representative of war.
Global Exchange, a San Francisco"We cannot stop this war with this
based human rights and anti -war demonstration - we must take furorganization, spoke fiercely to the ther steps," she said. "Each one of us
crowd opposing war.
has g,ot to be an organizer for
"Lying to start a war is criminal; an peace.
invasion of Iraq is a war crime;
One speaker launched into a song
regime change starts at home," he opposing military action and violence
shouted.
in the Middle East.
Lewis called for more emphasis on
The chorus: "We can bomb the
peace and banding together to "fight world to pieces, but we can’t bomb it
this war machine.
to peace."

Associated Pro,

their fate, there’s little they can do but
pay attention and wait, Loughran said.
The ranch is owned by Vallejo lawyer
Stephen Camden, who has rented out
the 12 different sections of the property
to various tenants who raise roosters,
chickens, hens and rabbits. The property’s manager, Alvaro Castro, said tenants
only have to follow one rule: no cockfighting on the premises.
Castro said he was unaware it was a
misdemeanor to raise fighting cocks in
California. He also didn’t know about
the 2002 Farm Act, which will make it
illegal to ship the birds across state lines
or across the country. That law goes into
effect next year.
"I agree, that if they catch someone

Patsy and Elvie Wells. Patsy Wells, hit in
the face and leg, died. Her husband was
hit in the chest and was hospitalized in
fair condition Sunday.
Police said Fears then got into his pickup and headed east on U.S. 64 to a car
dealership, where customer Reba
Spangler, 68, of Fort Smith, Ark., was
killed.
Authorities on Sunday ciidrit know if
Fears had any connection to the dealership or the viCtims.
Ronnie Boswell of Muskogee, owner of
the dealership, said salesman Jim Nunn,
of MuSlcogee, tried to get away, but the
gunman "shot him in the chest and
knocked him off the ciub into the street
and then shot him in the back." Nunn
was hospitalized in fair condition.
Police said Fears continued firing as he
drove down the highway, wounding two
people.
After he drove away from the store, he
fired into a pickup and wounded a man
in the arm and chest, authorities said. A
short time later, he shot a pedestrian
walking with her young children in the
town ow Muldrow, injuring the woman,
authorities said. The children, one of
whom was in a stroller, were not harmed.
Fears also shot at but did not hit a
police officer from Muldrow, Koch said.
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fighting, bust them up, tnake them pay tin
it," Castro told The Napa Valley Register.
"As for raising them, having flirt with
them, I don’t see anything wrong with it."
Castro said fighting cocks must be at
least two years old before entering a ring,
where they fight to the death. For this
reason, he says, they have a better life
than those raised for the supermarkets.
Animal rights groups don’t agree.
Cockfighting is a blood sport that no
one else supports except for those making money from the enterprise, said
Amy Rhodes with People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals.
"Everything about it is inhumane,"
Rhodes said. "Most states outlawed this
in the 19th century."
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CORRECTION
In a Sept. 24 Spartan Daily article titled, "Author to
bring her humor, commentary," the article stated, in partiality: "...National Public Radio’s This American Life..."
NPR, however, is neither the producer nor the distributor of the radio show. The show is actually produced by
WBEZ/Chicago Public
Radio and distributed
nationwide to public
BUY BEY 1 for 590
Buy any 6 mch sandwich and a medium mink.
radio stations by Public
get a second 6 moll sandrech of equal or lesser
value tor Sai
Radio International.
’The Daily regrets the
Try our pa
Right across om campus

error.
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OCTOBER SALES EVENT

NO INTEREST NO PAYMENTS
UNTIL 2004
student, or have graduated
%%ohm the last two years, you may be able to drive off with a new 2002
and 2003 Mitsubishi and a S500 rebate. We call it the Mitsubishi
Education Edge Program. You can call it Heaven. More than just a ,
college graduation program, it gives you the chance to qualify for great
rates Drne off in a new Mitsubishi IMontero. Montero Sport, Cialant,
Diamante, Lancer. or Eclipse) with 0 down, 0 interest and 0 payment for
an entire year. Hurry in to CAPITOL MITSUBISHI today. It’s not like
you need to stop by the bank. For additional information, details. and
pre-qualification please pee our website at
WWW.CAPMIT.COM or call (888) 689-3686.
If you’re cut

nil) a college senior, a graduate

Special ’mance APR and 000 Program is in lieu of rebates and dealer incentives on
approved credit thru MMCA w/FICO over 700 No payments unto 2004 with approved
credit thru MMCA Then 48 months at 5.9% APR Prices do not ,noitrie any dealer
installed options 0% APR for CustOMerS Must take retell stock and contrast must he
signed by program end date of October 31st, 2002 Cannot be combined with any
other financing program Applies to new 2002 anti 2003 models Excludes 2003
Outlander Eclipse Spyder qualifies for 210 days No Interest See us tor details Units
suNect to prior sale. Plus government fees and taxes. any finance charges and dealer
document preparation charge and any emissions testing charge

Powder

M -F: 10-7 SAT: 9-5

LIVE AND LEARN

Napa poultry ranchers: No wrong in raising fighting roosters
NAPA Tenants of a poultry, ranch
in Napa say there’s nothing wrong with
raising roosters and selling them to people who stage cocicfights in Mexico, but
California law doesn’t agree and animal
rights advocates say it’s just plain cruel.
Although the law says it’s a misdemeanor to raise fighting fowl, Capt.
Mike Loughran of the Napa County
Sheriff’s Department says he can t
search the Napa ranch unless there’s evidence linking the roosters on the property to cockfights in other places.
Unless deputie.s find fighting paraphernalia nearby or can follow a shipment of the fowl to Mexico and observe

SALUSAW,Olda. (AP) A teenager apparently upset by complaints about
his driving shot foiu neighbors, including
a 2-year-old girl, then went on a 20-mile
shooting spree, apparently targeting people at random, police said. Two of the
victims died.
Daniel Fears, 18, was arrested after losing control of his pickup truck and crashing near a police roadblock, authorities
said. As police cars surrounded him, he
threw out a 20-gauge shotgun and surrendered, said Oklahoma State Bureau of
Investigation spokeswoman Kym Koch.
Authorities hadn’t determined a motive
for the Saturday rampage, in which 10
people were shot in all, but police said
they believed Fears became angry when a
neighbor scolded him for driving recklessly in the middle-class neighborhood.
"A man got onto him for driving erratically because he said he almost hit some
kids," Koch said.
Fears was to be arraigmed Monday on
two charges of first-degree murder, said
Sequoyah County District Attorney
Diane Barlcer-Harrold. She said prosecutors hadn’t decided if they will seek the
death penalty.
Some people in Sallisaw wondered if
Fears was mimicking the sniper attacks
in the Washington area.
"I think it’s a copycat thing," said
Camellia Conley, an employee at a
Sallisaw hotel."He’s been a rebel without
a cause. He was always a loner, and
always wore a black trench coat."
Koch said such speculation was premature. "It’s way too early to say it’s a copycat," Koch said.
Fears was described as a polite student
who worked part-time at a Wal-Mart
store and lived with his mother in
Sallisaw, a town of about 8,000 people
near the Oldahoma-Arlcansas state line.
On Saturday, after neighbor Greg
Caughman complained to Fears about
his driving, Fears broke into his father’s
house and stole a shotgun, Koch said.
Police say he then shot Caughman,
who was in a nearby yard, hitting the
man in the back and in the neck, and
wounding his 2-year-old daughter, who
vvas sitting in a truck nearby. Both were
hospitalized.
Fears then shot two other neighbors,
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contsnuedfrom page 1
so it gives you an idea of what it is."

Pim Pisalsaralcit, a lecturer in linguistics and language development,
said her department had professors on
hand to answer questions at the booth
and a computer with a text-to-speech
synthesis program, in which students
could type in a word and the computer would say it back to them.
"We had to have some interactive
toys," she said. "We are here to give
information to those interested in
going to grad school."
The Spartan Shop’s recruiter and
training manager, Swan L. Boon,
handed out brownies and said they
were particularly interested in informing people about their new real estate
division, which will renovate old
Victorian houses and rent them out to
faculty and staff.
"We are here to tell students what
the whole shop is about," he said.
People mostly want general information, but a few people come with
serious questions, said Joseph Frank, a
professor from the school of music
and dance.
"Some are even people who already
havc degrees," he said.
Josanna Ponsi, a graduate student in
the College of Education’s credential
program, said this was her second
time going to the event.
"I didn’t realize how many schools
there were," she said. "I visited about
all of them."
Ponsi also said she put in an application to win one of the $500 scholarships that would be given out.
"My teacher told me we could win
scholarships and find out about various colleges in case we wanted to get
our master’s," she said.
April Anthony, a sophomore majoring in journalism who volunteered for
the event, said she gave students a
chance to fill out surveys on how they
heard of showcase and why they
attended it so they could win scholarships.
"Every half hour thcy draw from the
surveys," she said.
Radio station Star 101.3 was outside
the showcase arena on Friday to promote its station and inform students
who passed by about showcase, while
KSJS took over on Saturday with its
hip-hop torntable exhibition.
Saturday’s event from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. brought a steady stream of people
to the Event Center, where the same
booths were set up for both undergraduate and graduate students.
Outside the Event Center, the
whool of music anti dAnce had stu-

Scholarships awarded Rising death toll from gas used in hostagetaking rescue clouds success of mission
"I think it is good that we do

this for the community that
may not necessarily know about
SJSU This is a way ofputting
a human face on SJSU"
Mike Adams, chair,
television, radio, film and
theatre department
dents performing jazz and hip-hop
dances.
"We wanted to showcase what we
have in our dance department and what
dance classes are offered," said Katie
Tomich, a freshman majoring in music.
She said they performed three
dances, including the first one they
had learned in class.
"The stage is slippery, but we’re having fun," she said.
She said Company One, a song and
dance ensemble on campus, also performed tap and swing dances.
Jeremiah Smith, a sophomore aviation major volunteering at the Air
Force ROTC booth, said it was
important for them to be a part of the
showcase since the program was
growing.
"Last year we had 45 cadets and this
year there are 93,"he said. "More people are interested in it, and a big group
of them came out of high school."
Games, raffles and scholarship
drawings drew high school students as
well as college students to the tables.
Thc College of Social Work’s spinthe-wheel was a popular game, in
which the students had to spin a board
and the number their spin landed on
would give them a certain prize.
Billy Vennarucci, a high school senior who participated in spin -thewheel, said he got second place and
won a yo-yo and a Frisbee disc.
"I am thinlcing about applying to
SJSU," he said.
Jason Romes, a graduate student in
urban and regional planning who volunteered for the College of Social
Work, said about 500 total people had
participated in spin-the-wheel.
"This has been the main attraction,"
he said. "It’s been really loud."
’The College of Social Work also had
a raffle, which gave students a chance
to win a compact disc player by filling
out a survey and answering a question.
"They have to answer what the
biggest problem they have in their
community is and how they would
solve it," said Sylvia Andrew, the dean
of the College of Social Work.

Students could win backpacks and
pencils by playing dart ball, a game
coordinated by academic services.
"They’re looking for someone with a
game, even though we’re realizing
people aren’t that coordinated," said
Michael Salazar, a counseling coordinator from ASPIRE. "It helps us
break the ice so we can talk about scrious business."
Lavonne Simpson, producer of
Showcase for Learning, said about
3,000 people applied to win the two
82,000 scholarships, which would be
announced at halftime during the
Homecoming game.
"We’ve done our best to support athletics and get everyoni out to the
game," she said.
Simpson said they had been working
on the event for a whole year, coordinating the different departments and
programs.
"A lot of students were saying they
wanted to come SJSU as a result of
Showcase for Learning," she said.
Mike Adams, the chair of the television, radio, film and theatre department, emceed the event by going
around with a microphone to various
departments introducing their programs.
"I think it is good that we do this for
the community that may not necessarily know about SJSU," he said. "This is
a way of putting a human face on
SJSU."
Adams, who has been the KSJS
adviser for 15 years, said attendance
seemed to be lower than last year
when the floor was packed and people
were shoulder to shoulder.
"Those who came got more quality
time at the booths though," he said.
As the event came to its end around
1 p.m., Simpson gave a final speech
and thanked everyone for attending.
"I think it was very successful. At
least 3,000 people were here today,
and more than 1,500 yesterday," she
said. "We know everyone had a good
ti me."

MOSCOW (AP) A no steriou,
knockout gas killed 116 hostages after
Russian special forces stormed a
Moscow theater to free them from
Chechen terrorists, casting a shadow on
what was first seen as a triumphant rescue operation. More than 150 more
hostages were in critical condition
Sunday, the chief Moscow city doctor
said.
The physician in charge of the city’s
poison unit said troops did not tell
medical authorities they had gassed the
auditorium until the 750 hostages were
brought out, most of them unconscious.
"But we didn’t know the character of
the gas," said Yevgeny Luzhnikov, head
of the city health service Department of
Severe Poisoning. The substance was
described as akin to compounds used in
surgical anesthesia.
The gas affected hearts and lungs,
said Andrei Seltsovsky, the chief ctty
physician. He said he had no information when asked about reports that the
compound could cause vomiting that
would choke unconscious victims.
"In standard situations, the compound ... does not act as aggressively as
at turned out to do," Selisovsky said.
"But it was used on people who were in
a specific (extreme) situation for more
than 50 hours. ... All of this naturally
made the situation more difficult."
The White House declined to criticize the rescue operation, making dear
the Bush administration’s view that
blame for the deaths lay with the captors.
"The Russian government and the
Russian people are victims of this
tragedy, and the tragedy was caused as a
result of the terrorists who took
hostages and booby-trapped the building and created dire circumstances,"
spokesman Ari Fleischer said Sunday.
The approximately 800 hostages
were taken Wednesday night when an
estimated 50 Chechen rebels stormed
thc theater during a popular musical.
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CALL FOR ONE FREE QUESTION!
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purpose
to empower students
to positively and
effectively build our
community around
issues of diversity

Leadership Toda
creating community

November 6 & 7
What Students
Asked For:

January 7-10, 2003

In Fall of 2001, SJSU students
were given a web-based survey
to find out what they needed
and expected from their Student
Union. After surveying the
students at SJSU, they asked for
Additional Study Lounges
Additional Student Organization/
Club Meeting Space
24 -Hour Accessible Facility
Expanded Food Services 8,
Locations
Retail Stores
Increased Square Footage of
Sport Club:
FitnessNVeight Room
Cardiovascular Room
Additional Basketball Courts
Renovated Locker Rooms
Equipment Upgrades
Business & Media Center
Cinema/Lecture Hall
Outdoor Plaza
Upgraded Aquatic Facilities
Conference Facilities
Pirtores provided hy
KNACI erchiterts

tnc, %%A:re tatscli
Most who left tilt hospitAls hugged
those meeting them, then hurried to
get out of the chilling rain And avoid
reporters and TV ciuneras.
Those who stopped to talk gave
accounts that sometimes contradicted
the official version.
Podlesny questioned Russian television footage that showed the captors’
corpses in the theater arnid liquor bottles and syringes. "They didn’t drinlc,
didn’t smoke, didn’t swear. They were
very disciplined," he said.
Podlesny and Georgy Vasilyev, producer of Nord-Ost, disputed Russian
officials’ statement that the guerrillas
had begun shooting hostages betbre
dawn and prompting the special forces’
assault.
A total of 118 hostages where known
to have died after the Chechens
stormed the theater 116 from the
effects of the gas, one young woman
shot early in the standoff and one
hostage shot Saturday moming shortly
before the raid.
Many of the 50 assailants killed in the
mscue mission died aftcr being shot in
the head, apparently while unconscious
from the gas. The Federal Security
Service said three othcr gunmen were
captured, and authorities searched the
city for accomplices or gunmen who
may have escaped.
The attackers included 18 women,
many of whom said they were war widcm/s:The women strapped explosives to
their bodies, and mines were placed
throughout the building. The attadcers
threatened to blow it up unless Putin
agreed to withdraw troops t’rom mainly
Muslim Chechnva.

Authentic Mexican Food

PALM & TAROT CARD READING

Vote
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in Chechnya.
The tew dozen hostages who were
well enough to be released Sunday
could provide few clues AS to the nature
of the gas.
"We knew something serious was
going to happen" when the gas started
ing into the hot auditorium that
ree d of excrement, Mark Podlesny
said as he walked out of’ Veterans
Hospital No. 1 near the theater.
"I lost consciousness. Yes, there was a
strange smell: said Roma Shmakov,
12-year-old actor in "Nord-0st: the
musical in progress when the gunmen
burst in.
Outside hospitals where the hostages
%Were taken for treatment, friends and
fainily crowded the gates in futile
efforts to learn if loved ones were
inside. Authorities gave out little information on identities, conditions or
where victims had been taken.
Even diplomats had trouble finding
information about the estimated 70
foreign citizens who were among the
captives. U.S. consular officials searched
the city’s hospitals for one of the two
Americans known to have been in the
theater. A second American was found
recuperating in a city clinic. At least
two other foreigners one Dutch And
one Austrian died.
Only on Sunday afternoon, more
than 24 hours After the hostaps were
freed, did hospitals post lists ot patients.
Visitors were still prohibited. Some
people outside the gates saw thcir relatives waving from windows.
"They are hostages again: one visitor
shouted to the armed guards at
Hospital 13, where about half the cap-
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EXPANSION PROJECT
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Vote November 6 & 7

Student Union, Inc. Fee Referendum
For more information go to: www.union.sjsu.edu

50 SJSU students
4 days + 3 nights (no cost)

gain lifelong leadership skills
connect and create new friendships
return with memories that will last forever
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Student Life Center (Old Cafetena Building),
Mosaic (3rd floor Student Union), stAxient Union
Information Center. Student Services Center. ancl
Residence Hall Offices
APPLY TODAY!
Deadline. November 1 (a 5pm

QUESTIONS’)
Contact Con Miller at 924

5963
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WORLD SERIES I, Angels win firstfranchise title; Giants ’winless since 1954
continuedfrom page 1
-wai just wanted to get into a sit-

Giants-Angels

uation where I’d be able to hit my
pitch, not do too much," Anderson
said.
Brendan
Donnelly,
Francisc,
Rodriguez and Troy Percival closed it
for manager Milce Scioscia’s bunch.
Percival escaped a two-on, one-out
jam for his third save of the Series.
"Unbelievable for us, for our fans,"
Percival said. "This team has worked
as hard as any tcam ever. We deserve
it."
And when it was over, Southern
California, the land of celluloid stars,
had just added a whole teamful of
them while Hollywood luminaries
Pierce Brosnan and John Travolta
watched from the stands.
Before this year, the Angels were
known mostly for heartbreak. Beloved
owner Gene Autry never saw his team
get this far before passing away, and it
didn’t look like these guys would do it,

2002
World Series
either, especially after finishing 41
games out of first place last season.
Somehow, the Angels pulled it
together. They led the majors in hitting, overwhelmed the New York
Yankees and Minnesota in the AL
playoffs and then knocked out Bonds
and Co.
"Somewhere, Gene Autry is smiling
right now," commissioner Bud Selig
said as he presented the trophy.
Owned by The Walt Disney Co., the
Angels are still for sale. Before then,
though, they can certainly travel the
three miles or so to Disneyland to
enjoy this most improbabk championship.

Bonds wound up 8-for-17 (.471) wild. A little too much, maybe.
David Eckstein made up for a rare
with four homers, a .700 on-base percentage and 1.294 slugging percent- baserunning mistalce in the first by
leading off the
agc.
third with a single
Anaheim and the
and Darin Erstad
Giants combined
also
singled. Tim
for a record 85 runs
Salmon came up
and 21 homers.
and
Hernandez
The game might
cost himself, hithave been the last for
ting the Angels
San Francisco manstar in the right
ager Dusty Baker in
hand.
the Bay. There are
No outs, bases
growing indications
loaded. The at-bat
he’ll soon leave, posof a lifetime for
sibly to take over the
Chicago Cubs or
Troy Percival Anderson, drafted
Seattle.
Anaheim Angels clOter by the California
Tears streamed
Angels in 1990
down the face of
and out of the
Darren Baker, the 3-year-old bat boy postseason until this year.
son of the Giants’ manager, as he was
Unsung despite a stellar career,
carried from the dugout by his father. Anderson got the hit that will put him
Anderson doubled in the third to in highlight reels for a long time,
make it 4-1, and Angels fans went sending a line drive into the right-

"Unbelievable for
us, for our fans.
This team worked
as hard as any
team ever. We
deserve it."

field comer that easily scored all three
runners.
As Reggie Sanders tried to corral the
ball along the low wall, an Anaheim
fan got into the act, bopping the right
fielder on the back with a pair of red
ThunderStix. There was no interference called, properly, although two
security guards were soon standing in
the area when Hernandez, who lost
for the second time in the Series, was
pulled.
Hernandez seemed uncomfortable
from the start, constantly pawing at the
mound while trying to find his control.
He looked nothing like the MVP of
the 1997 World Series for Florida and
instead resembled the pitcher who tied
for the NL lead in losses this season,
which he did with 16.
A surprising lapse by Eckstein, who
took off Anderson’s liner to center
field and was doubled off, enabled
Hernandez to overcome two walks in
the first.

Hernandez was not so lucky the next
inning when he walked Scott Spiezio
with two outs and Bengie Molina followed with a double that tied it at 1.
NIolina added another double, and
the hits were his way of honoring his
father who was faraway. Earlier
Sunday, former amateur outfielder
Benjamin Molina Santana was in
Puerto Rico, where he was inducted
into the.island’s hall of fame.
The Giants took a 1-0 lead in the
second on singles by Benito Santiago
and J.T. Snow and a sacrifice fly by
Sanders.
Notes: Goodwin’s strikeout left
Giants pinch-hitters at 0-for-16 in the
postseason.... The last rookie to start
Game 7 in the Series was Jaret Wright
of Cleveland in 1997. He got a nodecision in the Indians’ 3-2 loss in 11
innings at Florida.... Salmon stayed in
the game after being hit, but did not
look great in grounding out his next
time up.

www.
thespartandaily
.com

Rookie Lackey shines in spotlight for Anaheim
ANAHEIM
John Lackey
loolced nothing like a rookie, pitching
with poise from the moment he
walked to the mound.
World Series. Game 7. No jitters.
Lackey became the first rookie
starter to win the seventh game of the
Series in 93 years. He shut down
Barry Bonds and the San Francisco
Giants, leading the Anaheim Angels
to their first championship in their
42-year history with a 4-1 victory
Sunday night.
While watching from his couch in
Texas when Curt Schilling and Roger
Clemens dueled in Game 7 last year,
Lackey dreamed about making it to
the majors. He did more than that
he became a champion.
"This is a long way from Salt Lake,"
Lackey said, referring to the Angels’
Triple-A affiliate. "It s not bad. This
is where you want to be. Everyone
wants to be in the World Series,
Game 7."
Manager Mike Scioscia gave
Lackey the nod for the biggest game
in Angels history in part because
Ramon Ortiz was bothered by a sore
wrist, and also because of his faith in
the right-hander.
Lackey justified that support. He
allowed one run and four hits in five
innings, walking only one.
"You have to look at what he’s all
about," Scioscia said. "This guy is not

going to rattle, he’s not going to be
intimidated.... He did evertthing we
could have asked of him. What a
job."
Lackey, who turned 24 when he got
a no-decision in Game 4 on
Wednesday night, came right at the
Giants, throwing strikes and staying
calm despite the pressure.
Pitching on three-days’ rest, Lackey
started with a perfect first inning. He
opened the second by retiring Bonds
on a lineout.
Lackey intentionally walked Bonds
the first four times he faced him this
Series but showed no fear this time
against baseball’s most dangerous hitter.
"It was big to get myself going
early. It gave me a lot of confidence,
Lackey said. "I was able to come

inside with some fastballs early and
that set up my pitches away."
Benito Santiago and J.T Snow followed with singles to put runners on
first and third, and Reggie Sanders
drove in the first run of the game
with a sacrifice fly to left field.
Lackey pitched out of another jam
in the fourth when he allowed consecutive singles to Bonds and
Santiago with one out. He wasn’t
flustered, retiring Snow and Sanders
on flyouts to preserve a 4-1 lead.
Lackey left after a hitless fifth and
watched his relievers finish it off.
"It’s kind of hard to have fun in the
middle of the game," he said. "But I
had fim watching when I came out."
Lackey became the first rookie
starter to win Game 7 of the World
Series since Babe Adams shut out

Chinese Cuisine
FOOD TO GO
Jinx I.unrh (:o
(:aiering Available
14i, deliver io "Erplanade"
We accept: VISA MC AMEX DIS

Mandarin Nzerhuan GuiAinr
Lunch and Dinner
()pen Daih - dined Sandal.

oilw
k294-3303

or

998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street

Detroit for Pittsburgh in 1909.
It was fitting that Lackey got the
win to cap an ainazing comeback season for the Angels. They started the
year 6-14, while Lackey was dominating at Salt Lake.
He got called up to the majors June
24 and lost his debut to Texas. He
came up to stay the next week and
finished the year 9-4, winning the
wild -card clincher against the
Rangers.
"We heard a lot about him the last

couple of years from our minor league
people," Black said. "We saw it in
spring training and his first start at
Texas. He looked like he belonged in
the big leagues."
Lackey was steady in relief in the
first round against the New York
Yankees before pitching seven scoreless innings in a crucial Game 4 of
the ALCS against Minnesota.
"It’s an unbelievable feeling. I can’t
describe how great it is with all these
fans here," Lackey said.

mac
salon

asks
Wigs
Hats
Theatrical Makeup
Magic
Adult Novelties
Gag Jokes
Infants to Adults
Sizes XS - XXL

www.macsalon.com
15% off all products and services for students.
Call for appointment.
3.

48 south first st.
san jose, ca 95113
408.287.2294

842 W El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
Phone (408) 616-0016
Fax (408) 616-0017

Special Education Teachers

For more Information
on becoming a teacher, contact
Ca ITeach - your one -stop information,
recruitment and referral service for
individuals considering or pursuing
a teaching career.
CalTeach can help you explore th.is
exciting career, provide information
about current incentives and benefits,
assist you in understanding the
credentialinq process and, once you
become credent ia led, direct you to
the teacher recruitment centers for
job placements.

Make the difference
of a lifetime. Teach.
Call 1-888-CALTEACH
(225-8322) or visit
www.calteach.com

ƒ
Teach

Make the difference

CSU Office of the Chencelfor

Boise State University 45, San Jose State University 8
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on an out pass. Linebacker Onyeka
Ossai subsequently plowed Forsey
and the Spartans, who have had trouble making critical defensive stops of
late, took possession at their own 43 yard line.
The SJSU drive stagnated until
running back Lamar Ferguson took
a handoff from Illslov, cut through
the heart of the Broncos’ defense
and down the left sideline before he
was dragged down at the BSU 5 yard line.
The Broncos (4-0 WAC, 7-1 overall) then came up with a defensive
stand of their own.
On first-and -goal, fullback Ezekiel
Staples got to the two -yard line.
Rislov tossed an incomplete pass to
Courtney Anderson on second down
and, following an SJSU timeout,
Pauley rushed for no gain on third
down.
On fourth -and -goal from the two,
the Broncos Travis Burgher and
Bobby Hammer mauled the diminutive Ferguson at the four-yard line.
"The red zone is a spot where you
have to execute and it takes all your
loving," Rislov said. "There is really
no room for mistakes. When we got
down there we weren’t executing the
way we needed to."
Tailback Lance Martin, considerably larger than Ferguson, likely
would have been the Spartan getting
the ball on the goal line drive.
However, Martin suffered a sprained
left ankle in on the first play of the
game and was in and out for the
remainder of the contest.
"We got down to the goal line and
that’s where they put me in," said
Martin, the second -leading rusher
for the Spartans behind Ferguson. "I
knew I could’ve gotten it in there. I
want to win so bad."
This time, however, the flow of the
game changed as the Broncos’
defensive stand yielded immediate
results.
The Broncos drove 96 yards in the
next two-and-a -half minutes with
Dinwiddie running through the hole
his line had broken for him to give
Boise State 2 7-0 lead.
The Broncos’ defense forced SJSU
to punt on its next drive.
Dinwiddie and the Broncos again
went to work on a tired SJSU

defense, driving 39 yards in a
minute -and -a -half. This time it was
Forsey, the WAC’s leader in rushing
yards per game entering the contest,
rumbling for a touchdown from nine
yards out.
The Spartans’ woes didn’t stop
there.
Nick Calaycay’s kickoff hit the left
shoulder of SJSU linebacker Tony
Ficldin, who had his back to the play
blocking for the kick returner
Pauley.
The ball bounced wildly off
Ficklin and was recovered by the
Broncos’ Brad Allen at the SJSU 17 yard line.
Forsey scampered in from two
yards out to push the Boise State
lead to 21-0.
BSU pushed its lead to 28-0 on a
16 -yard touchdown pass from
Dinwiddie to Forsey with 1:35
remaining in the first half.
While the Broncos were charging,
the Spartans’ offense looked limp for
a number of reasons:
The near-absolute loss of a running game. Staples joined Martin on
the disabled list after suffering a first
half concussion. He wasn’t cleared to
play the rest of the game. The 5 foot, 5 -inch Ferguson remained
SJSU’s only ground threat and finished with 70 yards.
Rislov was 32 -for-52 for 256 yards
passing but the Spartans aerial game
seems to have caught up with them.
"They completely took the screen
away from us," Rislov said. "We’d go
in motion and they’d immediately yell
screen."
Red
zonc
inadequacy.
The
Spartans ran nine plays inside the
Boise State 20 -yard line and came
away with zero points.
Time of possession once again
came into play for the Spartans.
Boise State held the ball for 39:03,
grinding down another tired SJSU
defense.
Calaycay, who missed a 48 -yard
field goal attempt in the second
quarter, made good on a 25-yarder
tobegin the third quarter.
The Spartans (2-2 WAC, 4-5
overall) were stopped on the goal
line again in the second half. With
seven minutes remaining in the third
quarter, SJSU again squandered a
scoring chance when they faced a
first and -goal situation from the

BAY AREA NFL ROUNDUP

49ers surge
to win over
Cardinals

bowl hopes in jeopardy with loss
WAG"

Alionated Press

-STANDINGS
FOOTBALL
TEAM
BOISE ST.
HAWAII
SJSU
FRESNO SI
Nywm
1.4.TEce
RICE
UTEP
TULSA
SMU

4
5
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

SAN FRANCISCOWhen Jeff
and TCITCH Ov#ens are in
sync, the San Francisco 49ers can
the
even
outscore anybody
Garcia

Au.
7-1
6-2
4-5
4-5
4-5
3-5
3-5
2-6
1-7
1-8

0
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4

improving Arizona Cardinals.
Garcia passed for 252 yards and
threw two of his four touchdown
passes to Owens as the 49ers jumped
to a big early lead and held off the
Cardinals for a 38-28 victory Sunday.

Arizona and San Francisco were
tied for first place in the NFC West,
but the more experienced 49ers IS -2)
scored 24 points before the second
quarter was a minute old.
The C.irdinals (4-3) proved their
strong start to the season wasn’t a
fluke with a roaring qecond-hAlf rally,
but Ronnie Heard’s third intercepnon
of the day with 5:26 lett cur, short
another comeback in the malting by
Cardinals quarterback Jalce Plummer.
Owens caught scoring passes of 21
and 61 yards, finishing with eight
catches for 132 yards. He even
signed another one of his catches
with a pen from his sock but it
was dunng pregame warnmps, when
he caught a practice pass and then
pulled the same trick that earned
him a warning from the league after
he did it during a victory over Seattle
two weeks ago. This timc, Owens
handed the ball to a kid.

Through Oct. 27

The Week in the WAC
Saturday’s games:
Boise St. 45, SiSU 8
La. Tech 50, Nevada 47
Tulsa 20, UTEP 0
Rice 27, SMU 15
Friday’s gamez
Hawai’i 31, Fresno St. 21
Boise

State 2 -yard line.
Pauley was forced back SiX yards on
a fourth -and -goal rushing attempt.
Forsey scored his third and final
touchdown on a 36 -yard run.
SJSU finally got on the board with
seven minutes remaining in the third
quarter on a 27 yards pass from
!tidos, to Jamall Broussard. Rislov
found Starling in the end zone for
the two -point conversion.
Boise State backup quarterback
B.J. Rhode, the WAC’s leader in
passing efficiency entering the
game, upped his numbers with a 40yard touchdown pass to wide receiver Billy Wingfield to complete the
scoring.
The road doesn’t get any easier for
the Spartans as they travel to
Hawai i on Saturday for a contest at
Aloha Stadium with the second place Rainbow Warriors.
Hawai’i (5-1 WAC, 6-2 overall)
rallied for a 31-21 come -from behind victory at Fresno State
University on Oct. 25.

Kansas City

ANItiONYREGtniAl,) DAILY STAFF

receiver Charles Pauley is tackled by Boise State
cornerback Terrial Hall during Saturday’s Homecoming loss to Boise
State 45-8.
to our seniors," Hill said. "Our guys.
"We’re not going to throw in the
San Jose State wide

towel and tell the guys this is a
rebuilding year. We’re not doing that-

deserve the opportunity to go to a

EMPLOYMENT
General
HEY BABY-sitters wanted? 10
hrs wk/own trans/ref. 2 girls, 48 2
yrs. So SJ. Kerry 408-997-3130
DRIVERS VALETS WANTED
@Santana Row. All shifts.
Top dollar + tips.
Dean 1-800-386-6174
P/T NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER,
20 hrs/wk. 2 kids. References.
Excellent driving record Call
Stacey 354-2907 or 656-6841.
STUDENTS: CONDUCT SURVEY
at local businesses. Good pay
. Bonus. Call Sonny Trinh at
408-829-7375 for details
THE OW SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is now hiring for the following
positions: Servers, Greeters
Mokkeeper. Great benefits and
flexible hours Apply in person
at: 51 N San Pedro. San Jose.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly - Will Train
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
408-247- 4827
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potenkal Local rsitions
1-800-293-3985 ext 55 .
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel PT. Tues-Sat
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
working ve/ dogs, but will train
Great apply for dog lover. Car,
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 Of
Call 371-9115.
GET PAID For Your Opinions
Earn $154125 per survey’
www dollars4opinions com
$1,000’S WEEKLY?, Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses F,T, P.7 Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details. send
1 stamp to: N-28. PMB 552.
12021 Wilshire Ell
Los Angeles. CA 90025
- on
Certain advertisement
these columns may iefor the
resider to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
informtion
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
those further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for good* or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for dicciunt
vacations or merchandise

COMMUNICATIONS FIRM
expanding in Bay Area Need
ambitious. motivated students
to head marketing team. FT/PT
position. Flex schd. $15+Thr
bonuses. Info, 650-855-1859.

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
WANT MORE MONEY??? schedule. Must have clean
Don’t have time for another DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
J.O.B.? Earn $300 - $1000 money. Call 408-867-7275.
weekly around your schedule!!
For Details Call Now!’ (2 minute
BARTENDERS NEEDED
immediately! Eam up to $300
Message) 408-977-3014.
per day. No expenence
UFEGUARDS, Instructional Life necessary. Training provided.
Guards & Aquatic Specialists, in Call 1-866-291-1884 ext. U203.
San Jose. Monday -Friday, PT
Call Jacob 295-0228. Resume’ PSYCHOLOGY OR SOCIAL
730 Empey Way, San Jose WORK MAJORS:
95128 or fax: 408-275-9858.
HOPE Services. a non-profit
agency which otters a variety of
ACTIVITY AIDE, PT/benefits to quality services for adults with
work with children ages 13-22 developmental disabilities. is
w/developmental disabilities in seeking motivated. enthusiastic
San Jose. Monday Friday. PT. people to work In our Supported
$9.78/hr. Call Ron Halog Living department. You will be
408-295-0228. Resume: 730 providing the support a person
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or with a disability needs to realize
fax: 408-275-9858.
his or her dream of independence. We have the following
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS opportunities:
Part-time work available with
COMPANION: Assist clients
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week) with daily livtng skills, such as
Internships possible
grocery shopping. P/T, $10/hour.
All majors may apply
Must have own transportation.
Scholarships awarded annually
LIVE-IN CAREGIVER: You
Some conditions apply
will receive free rent in
. Start at 17.25 BASE - appt.
exchange for being available 5
. Earn $85 - $500 per week
overnights and providing 10
Gam valuable experience in
hours/week training with client.
customer service & sales
Experience is preferred.
. No experience necessary
Contact: Tony at 408-282-0485
Extensive training provided
tbandermann@hopeservices
Or
. Endorsed by National
for more information All majors
Academic Advisory Board
are welcome To learn more
10am 4pm about HOPE. visit our website
Call 615-1500
.PAvW workforstudents com,sjsu’ at wvew hopeservices org

SHARED HOUSING

STUDENT WORK $10 Start
PT/FT Sales & Marketing - We
Train. Bonus & Commissions. NEED A ROOMMATE? 3bc1/3ba
Rec. Msg. 408-830-9367.
Apt. Pref male. $450,mo Close
85/87. 408-225-3019
to Lt
HELP GIRLS GROW STRONG
while you grow your skill portfolo. ROOM IN NICE QUIET HOME.
After-school positions available for Berryessa. FREE DSL. Cable.
talented and energetic Individuals. Fridge. No Sm/Drug. $530 mo
Visit our web site at’
Ult1 $350 dep. 408-729-0403
anwegirlscoutsofscc.org to find out
about current ocrultusnities. EOE
Girl
Where Girls Grow Strong.
2BDRW1 BA Ilth & San Carlos.
SANTA CLARA CdUNTY - across from International house.
Registrar of Voters. Poll workers Nice. clean, parking. laundry.
needed for the Nov. 5th election $1200.mo. $500 move in bonus.
Compensation is $85-$115/day 995-5525 or 316-6996.
Contact William Tran at
408-299-2694x2060 or emaii 2 BORN / 1 BA condo for rent.
William.Tran@rov.co.scl.ca.us NOSSOM Hill, near Oakndge Mai!
Covered garage. laundry area 8
pool. $1500/mo includes partial
DELIVERY DRIVERS
utilities. Near Light Rail. Hvry 85.
Party rental business.
shopping. restaurants. Move in
Perfect for students!
bonus. Call 408-691-0853
Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or van.
**FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT**
Heavy lifting is required.
Extra large, newly remodeled
408-292-7876
2 bdrm,’1 bath & 2 bdrm.2 full bath
TUTOR NEEDED to teach a apts. $1099/month and up Also.
child who has language and 3 bdrm/2 bath apt $1199 & up
social skills delayed. TrainIng Will work with you on deposit.
will be provided. 6-8 hrs,wk 2 blocks from SJSU Water Trash
$13/hr. Call Kim 408-276-3633 paid Parking avail Washer Drier
on srte. Cats OK Weli managed
or 408-263-9218.
student bidg 408 378-1409
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS
P/T Instructors elem schools
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Degree/Cred NOT Required
Owty for teaching exp Need car
VM 408-287-4170 x 408 ECEME GET FREE HAIRCUT AT TOP
SJ SALON. Call 408 984-8288
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL www saion-saion com
mailing our circulars Free infor
mation Call 203-683-0258

RENTAL HOUSING

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAI, RATES
aitscitih5.6n6s3)313c6dird

5ter3

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCV

Name
Address

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF -

Coy

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

FOR SALE
00GA-BOOGA STICKS!
$38.00
Just in time for Halloween’
See at oogaboogasticks.com
Buy at 747 N. 13th St
408-295-9146

1
4
9
12
13
14

GOT JUNK?
Sell It in the
Spartan Daily Classifieds

WORD PROCESSING

16
17
18
19
21
23
25

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Have your theses. term papers,
group projects. etc professionally typed APA a specialty.
Experienced & dependable.
Almaden,Branham area. Call
Linda for an appointment at
(408) 264-4504

26
29
31
32
33

HEALTH & BEAUTY

PREGNANT? Need help? Call 37
BIRTHRIGHT. 408-241-8444 or 38
800 550-4900 Free’Confidenaal 41
42
44
45
47
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
(includes cosmetic) $6q 00 per 49
year. Save 30% - 60. For info 50
call 1-800-655-3225 or
53
vo.wi.studentdental.com or
55
vnwo.goidemvsstdental.com
57
61
62
64
KATI’S CALL
65
66
67
68
69
70

SMOKES

408-924-3277

Phone

Send check or money order lo: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149

,ind Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
ElectrorKs
Wanted
Employment
Opportunitws

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health Beauty
Sports Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
T Axing
Word Processing

II Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before pubItcation
III All ads are prepaid III No refunds On canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 924-3277
Rate apploes to onvate party adS only. no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED

* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community

_1

Please check
one classification:
ZIO code

AFC West title.

PIIN:
FAX:

3rtildrilips5a5 Educy6tweiraccilb

State

10:

EVENTS

JIDUIJULILIDLIJLIJULIUCILILILILILIJUJUDJU
One
Iwo
1 hree
Four
Five
Day
Days
Days
Days Days
3 lines
85
S7
S9
$11
$13
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY 1:116C0u1410;
20 . consecutive issues’ receive 10% off
40 . consecutive issues’ receive 20% off
50 consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students. staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

Aland

Oops, We goofed.. Today’s CrosSwOrd Puzzle does
not have the answers to Friday s Crossword Puzzle.
DON’T BE A GHOST of a We know you’re so smart you don’t really need them!!
person’ Be fully alive! Explore
your spiritual side. sispiritorg

JLIULIJCILILILIJJLILIULILILIJUILILICCILICILIJULILI

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

20,

At Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City’s
defense wasn’t itself That’s great
news for the Chiefs.
Priest Holmes totaled 184 yards
running and receiving, and the
NFL:s lowest-rated defense held the
league’s highest-rated offense to one
touchdovm as the Chicfs beat
Oaldand 20-10 Sunday.
The victory was Kansas City’s first
in six games against Oakland (4-3),
which has lost three straight.
Mike Maslowski forced Jerry Rice
to fumble and recovered the ball on
the Oakland 22 with 4:39 left, setting up Trent Green’s 4-yard touchdown pass to Tony Richardson with
1:55 to go. The victory
keer
or the
Chiefs (4-4) in contention

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
classified@jmc.sjsu.edu

IUD S
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of pald advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.
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ACROSS
Legal matter
More agreeable
- and vigor
Ring a bell
Love in Italy
- - tor the
money
Toward shelter
Light satire
Unexciting
Car gear
Paramount
Eucalyptus eater
Potatoes au Agency
Convoy
Shan? and
Khayyam
Crusty cheese
Broad -antlered
deer
RN s helper
Gallivant
Single in Pans
Clucking sounds
Fundamentals
Captured
Yellow Sea
country
Cunning
Split
In the raw
Comply with
(2 %WS )
Flu bugs
Retained
Hawkeye

Belonging to us

Auction
Samuel Clemens
Platoon
Zany
In a ?wive manner
Tax -form ID

DOWN
maybe

I

Cameo

1111
19

’3

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1510CIM MG MU TOWN
A T IEl
AWA
BODO
MOO OMMO ODOM
UOMOMUO MOUBMIAD
ODUBDU
MOO
MODOOM 00MOM
ODOM ODOM
MOW
WOW MOODOOD MOO
OBM
000141 00000
2MODD UMMOOR
UMMO
FORM
OMMWOO MOMOROO
DODO 0000 MOOD
U0000 000M OWOU
DODO MOMO MOM
81702

C 2002 United Feature Sretrste

2 Alt
3 More wellgroomed
4 Cruise stop
5 Strong-arm
6 Murmur softly
7 Son of Aphrodite
8 Displaced
persons
9 Hum
10 Fiord
11 Marlins city
12 Asphalt
15 After that
20 Beef cut
22 Before in combos
24 From Kenya
26 Door latch
27 Foul ball callers
28 Standing
30 Gloss target
32 Movie pig
34 - Skywalker
35 Understood
lb

0

’7

36
39
40
43
46
48
49
50
51
52
54
56
58
59
60
63

Transmit
Cheese dishes
Old anesthetic
Lost traction
Demanding
Pindar forte
Thin
Morse signals
Steel girder
(hyph )
Country estate
Be of benefit
Caterwaul
Gets a tan
A Walton
daughter
Droop -nosed
titer
Method

in

uror

If

. fit
PRI
or

OPP
Wit
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PRICEWATERHOUSECCOPERS
VOTED g 1 IDEAL EMPLOYER BY BUSINESS STUDENTS,
UNIVERSUM UNDERGRADUATE STUDY, 2002

’*1

IMP

%saw

,

Are’ ,

H
MANUFACTURED IN.
MEXICO. LACES’ IN
JAPAN ’REVERSE THE
E UATIO.N AN YOU
OW TEN MILLION
BO

Help us help companies determine how import
taxes, manufacturing costs and labor will affect
their profits, and we’ll help you build a career.
For opportunities and information go to:
www.pwcglobal.com/lookhere

Look beyond the numbers.

le&

